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ON CLASSES OF CERTAIN ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
DEFINED BY MULTIPLIER TRANSFORMATIONS

Sang Ho Lee and Nak Eun Cho

Abstract, The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a new 

class Pn)p(Qi) of analytic functions defined by a multiplier transfor

mation and to investigate some properties for the class Fur

thermore, we consider an integral of functions belonging to the class

1. Introduction

Let denote the class of functions of the form

oo

M = ^P + E «fc+p^+p 3 € N = {1,2,...}) 
fc=l

which are analytic in the unit disk 以 = {z : |끼 V 1}. For any integer 
n, we define the multiplier transformation Inf of functions f E Ap by

—n
ak+pzk+p

Obviously, we have

Zn(Im/(z)) = In+m/(z)
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for all integers m and n. For p = 1, the operators In are the mul

tiplier transformations studied by Uralegaddi and Somanatha [7] and 

are Mosely related to the multiplier transformations introduced by Flett 

[2]-

For any integer n, let PnjP(a) denote the class of functions f € Ap 

satisfying the condition

Re { (이:)V} >a (0<a <p, 2 e U}.

In the present paper, we prove that"for the classes Pn,p(oi) of func

tions in Ap, Pn,p(o!)C Pn^-xiP(a) holds. Since Po,p(<^) is the class of 

functions which satisfy the condition

써W쯜}〉Q (0<a<p, zeU),

all functions in Pn,p(<^) are p-valent for nonpositive integers n [6]. We 

also obtain a sufficient condition for p-valence. Furthermore, we inves

tigate some properties in connection with cert血 integral transform.

2. Properties of the class Qn,p(&)

In order to derive our results, we need the following lemma due to 

Jack [3].

Lemma 2.1. Let w be non-constant analytic in U = {z : |끼 V 1}, 

w(0) = Q. If \w\ attains its maximum value on the circle |z| = r < 1 

at zq, we have z^wf{zo) = fcw(zo) where k is a real number, fc > 1.

With the help of Lemma 2.1, we now derive :

Theorem 2.1. For any integer n, Z*加(a) C 卩吨+说(/3), where

2(p+l)a + p
"而+ 1)
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PROOF. Let f E Pnjp(a). Define an analytic function w in Z/ by

(。너= 0 + (2月 一 0)U7(Z)

] +也(Z) ， ・

where /? is given by (2.1). Clearly, w(0) = 0 and w(z)冃二—1. Using 

the identity

20小州=(0 + 六2)- InM

and differentiating (2.2), we obtain

(欢/⑵)'=?+(20 —0)仞(z) _ 23 —0)如'(z) )

zp~r 1 + w(^) (p + 1)(1 + w(z))2

We claim that |w(2시 < 1 for z E U. Otherwise, by Lemma 2.1, there 

exists a point 约 in U such that

约以(约)=fcw(20) (2.4)

where |w(zo)| = 1 and k > 1. The equation (2.3) in conjunction with.

(2.4) gives

(巧(约))‘ =0 + (2月一沥心)_ 2(0 — 0g(zo)

zg-1 1 + w(zo) (p + l)(l +W(20))2' '

Writing w(zq) — u-\- iv and taking the real part of (2.5), we have

々+访 S
1君」Re

—1 =/3 一 a — 2(0 *Re伝宥沽針百融

</3-a- 、= 0.
一* 23 + 1)

This contradicts the hypothesis that f G Pn?p(a). Hence jw(2)| V 1 

lor z E U and it follows from(2.2) that f £ Pn_|_i)p(a).

Si교ce f3 is greater than a in Theorem 2.1, we have :
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(2-7)

Corollary 2.1. For any integer n, Pn)p(a) c 7七너」汐(。)・

REMARK 2.1. Since %汐(a) is the class of p-valent functions [6], it 

follows from Theorem 2.1 that all functions in PnjP(a) are p-valent for 

any compositive integers.

Next, we prove :

THEOREM 2.2. Let f E Pn)p(of) and let Fc be the integral operator 

defined by

瓦(z) = N£ / tc~lf(t)dt (c > -p). 

z Jo

Then Fc € Pn,p(a).

PROOF. From the definition of Fc^ we obtain

z(InFc(z)y = (c + p)ln/w - cInFc(z).

Define an analytic function w in W by

(欢岌(z)y =刀 + (2/3一 湖〃(z).

ZP—I 1 + W(2) .

The그: w(0) = 0 and w(z) 丰 —1. Using the identity (2.8) and differen

tiating (2.9), we have

(尸，f(z)y = P + (20 - 0)硕z) _ 2(0 — 0)zu/(z) 

zp~l 1 + w{z) (c + p)(l + w(^))2'

Now proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can show that 

Fc e Pn5p(<^)-

THEOREM 2.3. Let f € yip and satisfy the condition

찌籍1}〉%為 (0北v*〃).

Then Fc E where Fc is given by (2.7).

(2.8)

(2-9)
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PROOF. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 

and so we omit it.

Putting n = 0 and a = 0 in Theorem 2.3, we have 나ic following

Corollary 2.2. If f E ■& and satisfies the condition

찌囲}>顶知 心)，

then the integral operator Fc defined by (2.7) belongs to R),p(0).

REMARK 2.2. For p = Corollary 2.2 is stronger than 난ic result 

of Bernardi [1] ; Re{/Z(z)} > 0 implies Re{7^(z)} > 0. If we further 

put c = I, we also extends the result obtained by Libera [4].

Finally, we obtain a converse of Theorem 2.2 in the following

Theorem 2.4. Let Fc G PnjP(a) and let f be defined as in (2,7).

Then f E 7*(a) in \z\ < r(p, c\ where

r(p, c) = ----- 7==^==- (2.10)
1 + + c)2 + 1

Then the result is sharp.

PROOF. Since Fc E 7域招(。))we can write

z{InFc{z)y = + 3 - a)讯z)L (2.11)

where u is analytic in 〃q(0) = 1 and Re(iz(z)} > 0 in Z7. Using (2.8) 

and differentiating (2.11), we get

a必)+如‘⑵ 
—U\z)*1 -

p — a p + c 
(2.12)
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Usi표g the well-k효ow교 estimate \zv!(2)j < 2r/(l—r2)Re(u(2；)} (\z\ = r), 

(2.12) yields

Re { 捋当二으} 2 (l - (弁 ；(上疙) 日飘巩 ©.I：，)

The right-hand side of (2.13) is positive provided r V r(p, c) given by 

(2.10). Hence f e Pn)p(ai) for \z\ V r(p, c). The result is sharp for the 

function / defined by

八z)=兰伝叩c(z)), (c >-p-ze 以)， 
p + c

where Fc is given by

(5(z)y = 치(四牛目씌 (o<a<p；^ezy).

Remark 2.3. Taking n = a = Q and p = 1 in Theorem 2.4, we 
obtain the result by Bernardi [1]. If we further put c = 1, then we have 

the result obtained by Livingston [5].
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